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Make Painting Radical Again: Zoya Cherkassky
Joshua Simon

Roberta Smith described her recent U.S. debut exhibition in the New York Times as a “knockout,” but long before her successful Fort Gansevoort show, Zoya Cherkassky was known for not pulling any punches. We started out together two decades ago when we were still teenagers. I wrote the text for her first gallery show and then her first museum show. Cherkassky’s current project, Soviet Childhood (2019), is timely in that it offers a remedy to what the writer-musician Ian Svenonius calls “post-Soviet depression,” a miasma we all suffer from. Educated first in Kiev, her birthplace, Cherkassky then studied art in Tel Aviv, where her family moved in the 1990s. Bringing into her painting a variety of sources and techniques, and then making the painting perform, is what makes Cherkassky’s work so compelling. The ability to make painting radical again is one of her great achievements.

JOSHUA SIMON
From Honori Daumier to Aleksandr Deyneka, from Ilya Kabakov to the satirical magazine of late Soviet times Krokodil, your influences combine realism and cartoon, Socialist Realism and vignettes, caricature and illustration. What can you tell me about your attitude toward painting?

ZOYA CHERKASSKY
The history of Soviet art when I was growing up was mainly that of painting and sculpture. And my generation was brought up with a sentiment of dismissal toward Socialist Realism. The West imagines Soviet art as basically seventy years of portraits of Stalin, which is of course not the case, and today younger artists are finding a lot of interesting things in the past. Deyneka, for example, is now gaining recognition outside of Russia. I feel compelled to give tribute to this great painter that was also not critical toward the Soviet government. In addition, I can say that in a way I grew up on caricatures. The Danish caricature artist Herluf Bidstrup was very well known for not pulling any punches. We started out together two decades ago when we were still teenagers. I wrote the text for her first gallery show and then her first museum show. Cherkassky’s current project, Soviet Childhood (2019), is timely in that it offers a remedy to what the writer-musician Ian Svenonius calls “post-Soviet depression,” a miasma we all suffer from. Educated first in Kiev, her birthplace, Cherkassky then studied art in Tel Aviv, where her family moved in the 1990s. Bringing into her painting a variety of sources and techniques, and then making the painting perform, is what makes Cherkassky’s work so compelling. The ability to make painting radical again is one of her great achievements.

In the U.S.S.R., members of the artists’ associations could document the great moments in the life of the nation, like the building of a dam. We wanted to do the same, to document the construction of the Tel Aviv underground metro system. But it was impossible under capitalism. Nevertheless, we were still able to work in a kibbutz or other places that invited us. As Ekaterina Degot describes it, while in Socialist Realism painting is supposed to show how reality should be, with us it is more good old realism, reacting to what we see. I am specifically interested in the social. For instance when I paint on the street, I pick up markers of the time and cultural significance.

JS
There is a painterly pendulum to Soviet Childhood—it is full of sentiment and utterly rejects sentiment at the same time. A gesture of inseparable love and disdain. This kind of earnest parody, stav, as it’s called in Russian, comes from the late Soviet era. Do you see it in your own work?

ZC
In the late Soviet times, stav was ironic, ridiculing Soviet aesthetics with all its empty slogans. Anyone who was a little bit reflective, like Sots Art, shared this sentiment. But this is a postmodern gesture that I find myself moving away from. For me, it is less about irony and more about humor and satire. Irony is indirect, unlike satire. I try to be less distant and more direct.

2 Ian Svenonius, The Psychotic Societies (Chicago; Drag City, 2006).